STIFF-TEX
Fabric Stiffening Coating

PRESENTATION

We all love blinds (vertical, horizontal, roller) for their
functionality - privacy and light blockage are there when
you want it and gone when you don’t, but, please admit,
they’re not always the most exciting thing to look at. We are
suggesting simple way to improve the situation — blinds
from linen fabric.
Now we can offer linen fabric coated with stiffening
colorless paste tendered for all types of blinds. Linen blinds
are practical, but they’re also personal, that’s why they work
so well in lounging, office or hall areas. Linen fabrics will
add luxury and give the blind a very natural and exclusive
look wherever it is hung. The effect you will get is also
incredible, linen texture as the sun drifts through, perfect
for keeping home looking light and natural while keeping
heat and glare at bay. So by choosing linen fabric for the
blinds is definitely a vote for natural beauty, bringing
relaxed elegance and style to your collection.
Benefits using Stiff-tex linen blinds:
 Fabric is sturdy, but do not break and maintain its shape, cutting edges are trimmed, do not come apart;
 High quality water-based dispersion is used, which contain no harmful solvents, is resistant to dry-cleaning, have good
light and aging stability;
 Anti-static and anti-allergic due to its linen natural material;
 Have a minimalism that’s really chic, and allow to use bold prints that could be too much in a full-on curtain;
 Can be offered unsurpassed palette of fashionable colors, patterns and textures designed to coordinate easily with your
décor or collection;
Advantages comparing with typical blinds from synthetic fabrics:
 Synthetic fabrics are made from petrochemicals, which are polluting to the environment and one of the factors
contributing to the global warming situation, meanwhile linen is ecological fiber;
 Due to good air permeability of linen blinds, room will not heat up, there will not be unpleasant smell;
 Linen blinds tend to be more transparent, allowing for added light to enter into the room.
Care instructions:
Wash resistance up to 10 washings at 40°C
Iron only if needed on the backside of the item
Do not tumble dry
The safest way to take care of such products is dry
cleaning, which increases product lifetime.
More information about our products at www.linas.lt or you can contact one of our managers.

